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The Tennessee Jury Verdict Reporter
2005 Year in Review
This important bound volume, 273 pp., has just been published, and
is ready for immediate delivery. It includes detailed analysis of
every kind of case in 2005, easily sorted and indexed. Over 20
individual reports are included, including car wrecks, medicals
cases, discrimination suits, premises liability, plus breakdowns of
loss of consortium and punitive damage claims. There is also an
injury index, which places an average multiplier on several types of
bodily injury. The Review includes the full text of the 426 reported
cases in 2005, easily referenced by region, style, result and attorney.
See the ad inside for details on how to order
this one of a kind publication.
During the month of June, it is on sale for just $99.00.
Use the order form inside this issue
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Civil Jury Verdicts
Timely coverage of civil jury verdicts
in Tennessee including court, division,
presiding judge, parties, case number,
attorneys and results.

Ski Negligence - A teenage girl lost
an eye while skiing when while
tumbling on a difficult run, one of her
skis struck her in the face – she
blamed both the ski resort and a ski
school for her accident
Albert v. Ober Gatlinburg et al,
3:02-277
Plaintiff: Richard Baker, Knoxville
Defense: Richard W. Krieg, Lewis King
Krieg & Waldrop, Knoxville for Ober
Gatlinburg
W. Kyle Carpenter and Robert L. Vance,
Woolf McClane Bright Allen &
Carpenter, Knoxville for Smoky
Mountain Ski School
Verdict: Defense verdict
Federal: Knoxville

Judge:

Thomas W. Phillips
5-11-06
Jaren Albert, then age 15, was skiing
with her parents on the slopes in
Gatlinburg in December of 2001. She got
ski lessons on 12-26-01 at the Smoky
Mountain Snow School. The next day she
was ready to hit the runs at the ski resort,
Ober Gatlinburg.
Albert spent the next morning skiing
with her family. She first tackled Ober
Gatlinburg’s easier slopes, including Cub
Run, then moving to the more advanced
Mogul Ridge. Successfully handling this
run, Ober Gatlinburg’s toughest, she next
skied down Castle Run, an intermediate
course.
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Introducing the

The TJVR 2005 Year in Review
Now on Sale
The 2005 Year in Review has just been published and at 273 pp. bound, it is our most ambitious
project yet in Tennessee. It includes comprehensive analysis of the 426 jury verdicts we reported in our
2005 issues. They are sorted in a way that has never been before in this state. The Review includes more
than twenty reports on all sorts of patterns, trends and categories.
The Book is available either in print or a PDF (Adobe) format. [The PDF version is fully searchable
with Adobe.] Each version of the 2005 Book sells for $99.00 during the June 2006 book sale.
What else is included in 2005?
Combined Verdict Summary

Detailed won-loss percentages for every variety of case with average
results by category.

Million Dollar Verdicts

How many were there in 2005? In what sort of cases were
they returned?

The Products Liability Report

A summary of the ten products liability trials in 2005.

The 2005 Injury Report

How have certain injuries been valued as a function of the incurred medicals? The
Book has the real multipliers for all sorts of injuries.

Other One-of-A-Kind Analysis

Beyond the articles above, the 2005 Book has a detailed review of all
the death cases. Does your case involve punitives? We’ve got all the
results sorted by tortious conduct. How have loss of
consortium claims been valued? How did comparative fault act as a bar
to plaintiff’s recovery? All the answers are in the Book.

If it’s important to litigators, It’s in the Book

How to Order - The 2005 Volume is on sale for just $99.00, shipping included
Return with your check to:
Tennessee Jury Verdict Reporter
9462 Brownsboro Road, No. 133
Louisville, KY 40241
Print Version

____

PDF Version

____ (E-Mail Required)

Your E-Mail

_____________________

_______________________________
Name

____________________________

Firm

____________________________
Address

____________________________
City, State, Zip

We accept MasterCard/Visa. Call 1-866-228-2447 to place your credit card order.
Have you procrastinated? Do you need the book yesterday? We can ship it overnight for $20.00.
Even faster? Got a problem with Federal Express? We can e-mail it to immediately for free!!
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Haven’t seen the TJVR 2005 Year in Review?
Here’s a look at the complete Table of Contents
Use the order form on the opposite page
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As Albert descended Castle Run, she lost
control. Going end over end, her ski
struck her in the head – she was knocked
out. More seriously, she was hit in the
left eye. Hamilton has since lost the eye.
Albert, having reached majority by the
time of trial, sued Ober Gatlinburg and
Smoky Mountain Ski School regarding
her accident. Regarding the slopes, she
blamed Ober Gatlinburg for representing
they were safe for skiers – in fact, they
were icy and dangerous. Then to the ski
lesson, Albert implicated that it was
inadequate.
Ober Gatlinburg and the ski school
defended that Albert was an
inexperienced skier who simply made a
bad decision to tackle Castle Run – while
the injury was unfortunate, the
defendants argued it wasn’t the result of
negligence. That the event was just an
accident, it was noted that Albert had
already tackled the tougher Mogul
Ridge. Comparative fault was also
implicated, including not just Albert’s
care, but also that of her father in not
restricting her to more gentle slopes.
A federal jury in Knoxville heard
proof for four days. The jury exonerated
the defendants, then making a
meaningless finding – it assessed fault
70% to the plaintiff, the remainder to her
father. A consistent judgment followed
for the ski defendants.
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FELA - While moving a disabled

train car, the plaintiff (a locomotive
engineer) was thrown from the train
and suffered a disabling disc injury –
he then sued his employer and alleged
negligence regarding the decision to
move the disabled car five miles back
to a station instead of dropping it at a
nearby spur
Blackburn v. CSX Transportation,
03-1016
Plaintiff: Christopher B. Hall, Edward
Cook and Andrew Lampros, Cook Hall
& Lampros, Atlanta, GA
Defense: Christopher W. Cardwell and
Mary Taylor Gallagher, Gullett Sanford
Robinson & Martin, Nashville
Verdict: $2,905,000 for plaintiff
County: Davidson
Judge: Barbara Haynes
3-16-06
Early on the morning of 11-11-01,
Andrew Blackburn, then age 30 and a
locomotive conductor for CSX, was
moving a train from Bostic, NC to
Erwin, TN. As the train progressed near
Marion, NC, a car (the 21st in line)
tripped a defect detector.
A call went into CSX management – a
decision was made to back the train up to
the CSX station in Marion. It would be a
five-mile journey. The other alternative
would have been to drop the car at a spur
that was just one mile away.
To accomplish this maneuver,
Blackburn stood on the outside of the
train – he was keeping watch as the eyes
for the train’s engineer. It was slow
work, the train stopping at each crossing.
Suddenly the train stopped as it
approached another crossing – slack in
the train was building and it ricocheted
through the cars. The force of the slack
knocked Blackburn off the train.
He has since treated for serious
injuries, but most significantly for
injuries to his rotator cuff and at multiple
levels of his low-back. Despite a fusion
surgery, Blackburn has since been
vocationally disabled. An economist,
John Andrews, valued Blackburn’s
vocational loss at $2.014 million. [His
vocational expert was Michael Shinnick,
Blacksburg, VA.]
In this FELA lawsuit, Blackburn
alleged negligence by CSX in making
the decision to back the train for five

4
miles. The career-ending injury could
have been avoided had the car been
dropped at the nearby spur. A liability
expert for plaintiff was Paul Byrnes,
Bingham, IL. [Byrnes is also an
attorney.]
CSX raised multiple defenses. It first
cited that this sort of slack event is
exceptionally rare and thus had nothing
to do with negligence. Then to the
purported slack on the day in question,
CSX postured it was insufficient to have
knocked Blackburn from the train.
A train expert for CSX, Foster
Peterson, Tucker, GA, was also critical
of Blackburn for hanging off the train.
Blackburn countered in this train, with
just a two-man crew, there was no other
way to accomplish this work. The court
directed a verdict on liability on
contributory negligence and this issue
became a moot point before the jury.
CSX also defended damages. It
suggested that while Blackburn was
injured when thrown, he was not
permanently disabled – even if he had a
low-back injury, there were a multitude
of sedentary jobs which Blackburn could
perform if he was so inclined.
Blackburn prevailed on liability
against CSX after a six-day trial. Then
to damages, Blackburn took a general
award of $2,900,000 – writing on the
verdict form, the jury indicated the
following breakdown, (1) $405,000 for
lost wages, (2) $1.5 million for future
lost wages and (3) $1,000,000 for
suffering. A consistent judgment
followed.
CSX has since moved for a new trial
citing a variety of errors – arguing the
damages were excessive, it has sought a
suggested remittitur to $500,000. The
motion is pending.

